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Neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ-decay) is a unique probe for lepton number conservation and
neutrino properties. This is a process with long and interesting history with important implications for
particle physics and cosmology, but its observation is still elusive. The search for the 0νββ-decay
represents the new frontiers of neutrino physics, allowing one to determine the Majorana nature of
neutrinos and to ˇx the neutrino mass scale and possible CP -violation effects, which could explain the
matterÄantimatter asymmetry in the Universe. At present, a complete theory is missing and, thus, to
motivate and guide the experiments, the mechanism mediated by light neutrinos is mostly considered.
The subject of interest is an effective mass of Majorana neutrinos, which can be deduced from the
measured half-life, once this process is deˇnitely observed. The accuracy of the determination of this
quantity is mainly determined by our knowledge of the nuclear matrix elements. There is a request to
evaluate them with high precision, accuracy and reliability. Recently, there is an increased interest in the
resonant neutrinoless double-electron capture, which may also establish the Majorana nature of neutrinos.
This possibility is considered as alternative and complementary to searches for the 0νββ-decay.

	¥§´¥°É·¨´´Ò° ¤¢μ°´μ° ¡¥É -· ¸¶ ¤ (0νββ-· ¸¶ ¤) Ö¢²Ö¥É¸Ö Ê´¨± ²Ó´Ò³ ¶·μÍ¥¸¸μ³, ÎÊ¢¸É¢¨-
É¥²Ó´Ò³ ± § ±μ´Ê ¸μÌ· ´¥´¨Ö ²¥¶Éμ´´μ£μ Î¨¸²  ¨ ¸¢μ°¸É¢ ³ ´¥°É·¨´μ. �ÉμÉ ¶·μÍ¥¸¸ ¸ ¡μ£ Éμ° ¨
¨´É¥·¥¸´μ° ¨¸Éμ·¨¥°, ¨³¥ÕÐ¨° ¡μ²ÓÏμ¥ §´ Î¥´¨¥ ¤²Ö Ë¨§¨±¨ Ô²¥³¥´É ·´ÒÌ Î ¸É¨Í ¨ ±μ¸³μ²μ£¨¨,
¤μ ¸¨Ì ¶μ· ´¥ ¡Ò² μ¡´ ·Ê¦¥´ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ²Ó´μ. �μ¨¸±¨ 0νββ-· ¸¶ ¤  ¶·¥¤¸É ¢²ÖÕÉ ´μ¢Ò¥ ¶¥·¥-
¤μ¢Ò¥ ¨¸¸²¥¤μ¢ ´¨Ö ¢ μ¡² ¸É¨ Ë¨§¨±¨ ´¥°É·¨´μ, ¶μ§¢μ²ÖÕÐ¨¥ Ê¸É ´μ¢¨ÉÓ ¶·¨·μ¤Ê ³ °μ· ´μ¢¸±μ£μ
´¥°É·¨´μ, ¨§³¥·¨ÉÓ  ¡¸μ²ÕÉ´μ¥ §´ Î¥´¨¥ ³ ¸¸ ´¥°É·¨´μ, ¶·μ¢¥·¨ÉÓ ¢¥·μÖÉ´μ¥ CP -´ ·ÊÏ¥´¨¥ ¢
²¥¶Éμ´´μ³ ¸¥±Éμ·¥, ±μÉμ·μ¥, ¢ ¸¢μÕ μÎ¥·¥¤Ó, ³μ£²μ ¡Ò μ¡ÑÖ¸´¨ÉÓ  ¸¨³³¥É·¨Õ ¢¥Ð¥¸É¢  ¨  ´É¨¢¥-
Ð¥¸É¢  ¢μ ‚¸¥²¥´´μ°. ‚ ´ ¸ÉμÖÐ¥¥ ¢·¥³Ö μÉ¸ÊÉ¸É¢Ê¥É ¶μ²´ Ö É¥μ·¨Ö ¡¥§´¥°É·¨´´μ£μ ¤¢μ°´μ£μ ¡¥É -
· ¸¶ ¤ , ¨ ¤²Ö Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ²Ó´μ° ³μÉ¨¢ Í¨¨ ¢ μ¸´μ¢´μ³ · ¸¸³ É·¨¢ ÕÉ¸Ö ³¥Ì ´¨§³Ò ¸ ÊÎ ¸É¨¥³
²¥£±¨Ì ´¥°É·¨´μ. �·¥¤³¥Éμ³ ¨§ÊÎ¥´¨Ö Ö¢²ÖÕÉ¸Ö ÔËË¥±É¨¢´Ò¥ ³ ¸¸Ò ³ °μ· ´μ¢¸±¨Ì ´¥°É·¨´μ, ±μ-
Éμ·Ò¥ ³μ£ÊÉ ¡ÒÉÓ ¨§¢²¥Î¥´Ò ¨§ §´ Î¥´¨Ö ¶¥·¨μ¤  ¶μ²Ê· ¸¶ ¤  · ¤¨μ ±É¨¢´ÒÌ ¨§μÉμ¶μ¢ ¢ ¸²ÊÎ ¥
´ ¡²Õ¤¥´¨Ö É ±¨Ì ·¥ ±Í¨°. ’μÎ´μ¸ÉÓ μ¶·¥¤¥²¥´¨Ö ÔÉ¨Ì ¢¥²¨Î¨´ μ¶·¥¤¥²Ö¥É¸Ö £² ¢´Ò³ μ¡· §μ³ ¨§
´ Ï¨Ì §´ ´¨° μ ³ É·¨Î´ÒÌ Ô²¥³¥´É Ì ÔÉ¨Ì Ö¤¥·´ÒÌ ¶·μÍ¥¸¸μ¢. �¶·¥¤¥²ÖÕÐ¨³ Ë ±Éμ·μ³ Ö¢²Ö¥É¸Ö
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INTRODUCTION

After about six decades since the discovery of the neutrino, we have started to understand
the role of neutrinos in our world. The discoveries of oscillations of atmospheric, solar,
accelerator and reactor neutrinos have opened a new excited era in neutrino physics and
represents a big step forward in our knowledge of neutrino properties. The observed small
neutrino masses have profound implications for our understanding of the Universe and are
now a major focus in astro-, particle and nuclear physics and in cosmology. The physics
community worldwide is embarking on the challenging problem, ˇnding whether neutrinos
are indeed Majorana particles (i.e., identical to its own antiparticle) as many particle models
suggest or Dirac particles (i.e., different from its antiparticle).

The best sensitivity on Majorana nature of neutrinos and small neutrino masses can be
reached in the investigation of neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ-decay) [1, 2],

(A, Z) → (A, Z + 2) + e− + e− (1)

and the resonant neutrinoless double-electron capture (0νECEC) [2,3],

e−b + e−b + (A, Z) → (A, Z − 2)∗∗. (2)

A double asterisk in Eq. (2) means that, in general, the ˇnal atom (A, Z − 2) is excited with
respect to both the electron shell, due to formation of two vacancies for the electrons, and
the nucleus. Observing the 0νββ-decay and/or 0νECEC would tell us that the total lepton
number is not a conserved quantity and that neutrinos are massive Majorana fermions.

There are other total lepton number violating nuclear processes, which observation might
prove the Majorana nature of masssive neutrinos. For a bound muon in an atom the neutri-
noless muon to positron conversion [4],

μ−
b + (A, Z) → (A, Z − 2) + e+, (3)

is not hindered by energy conservation in any nuclear system. However, the muonic analog
of the 0νββ-decay [5],

μ−
b + (A, Z) → (A, Z − 2) + μ+, (4)

can be studied only for three isobars (44Ti, 72Se and 82Sr). The sensitivity of these processes
to a signal of lepton number violation cannot compete with those of the 0νββ-decay and the
0νECEC. It is because the number of mesoatoms produced with high-intensity muon beams
is signiˇcantly less when compared with the number of stable isotopes in the 0νββ-decay or
the 0νECEC experiments.

The 0νββ-decay and the 0νECEC have not yet been found [6]. The strongest limits on
the half-life T 0ν

1/2 of the 0νββ-decay were set in HeidelbergÄMoscow (76Ge, 1.9 · 1025 y) [7],

NEMO3 (100Mo, 1.0 · 1024 y) [8], CUORICINO (130Te, 3.0 · 1024 y) [9], KamLAND-Zen
(136Xe, 5.7 · 1024 y) [10] and EXO experiments (136Xe, 1.6 · 1025 y) [11] experiments.
However, there is an unconˇrmed, but not refuted, claim of evidence for neutrinoless double
decay in 76Ge by some participants of the HeidelbergÄMoscow collaboration [12] with half-life
T 0ν

1/2 = 2.23+0.44
−0.31 · 1025 y. Recently, by a detailed statistical analysis favored and disfavored

ranges at 90% C.L. for each nucleus and for couples of nuclei were worked out. It was found
that in order to close the region currently allowed at 90% C.L. by the 76Ge claim and by
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the 136Xe limit, one should cover either the range T 0ν
1/2(

76Ge) � (2.0−2.9) · 1025 y or the

range T 0ν
1/2(

136Xe) � (3.4−4.3) · 1025 y; alternatively, using a third nucleus such as 130Te,

one should cover T 0ν
1/2(

130Te) � (0.7−1.1) · 1025 y [13].
The main aim of experiments on the search for 0νββ-decay is the measurement of the

effective Majorana neutrino mass mββ ,

mββ =
∑

j

U2
ejmj , (5)

where Uej is the element of PontecorvoÄMakiÄNakagawaÄSakata (PMNS) unitary mixing
matrix [14], and mj is the mass of neutrino.

The effective Majorana neutrino mass can be calculated by using neutrino oscillation
parameters: an assumption about the mass of lightest neutrino, by choosing a type of spectrum
(normal or inverted) and values of CP -violating phases. In future experiments [1, 2], a
sensitivity

|mββ| � a few tens of meV (6)

is planned to be reached. This is the region of the inverted hierarchy of neutrino masses. In
the case of the normal mass hierarchy |mββ| is too small, a few meV, to be probed in the
0νββ-decay experiments of the next generation.

To interpret the data from the 0νββ-decay and the 0νECEC (neutrinoless double electron
capture) accurately, a better understanding of the nuclear structure effects important for the
description of the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) is needed. In this connection it is crucial
to develop and advance theoretical methods capable of evaluating reliably NMEs, and to
realistically assess their uncertainties.

1. THE EFFECTIVE MASS OF MAJORANA NEUTRINOS

The discovery of neutrino oscillations in the SuperKamiokande (atmospheric neutri-
nos) [15], SNO (solar neutrinos) [16], KamLAND (reactor neutrinos) [17], MINOS [18]
(accelerator neutrinos), and other neutrino experiments gives us compelling evidence that
neutrinos possess small masses and 
avor neutrino ˇelds are mixed. All existing neutrino
oscillation data (with the exception of the LSND [19], MiniBooNE [20], short baseline re-
actor [21], and Gallium [22]) anomalies) are perfectly described by the minimal scheme of
three-neutrino mixing. Neutrino 
avor states |να〉 (α = e, μ, τ ) are connected to the states
of neutrinos with masses mj (|νj〉) by the following standard mixing relation:

|να〉 =
3∑

j=1

U∗
αj |νj〉 (α = e, μ, τ). (7)

In the case of Dirac neutrinos the unitary 3 × 3 PMNS neutrino mixing matrix can be
parameterized as follows:

U = R23R̃13R12, (8)
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where the matrices Rij are rotations in ij space, i.e.,

R23 =

⎛
⎝ 1 0 0

0 c12 s12

0 −s12 c12

⎞
⎠ , R̃13 =

⎛
⎝ c13 0 s13 e−iδ

0 1 0
−s13 eiδ 0 c13

⎞
⎠ ,

(9)

R12 =

⎛
⎝ c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0
0 0 1

⎞
⎠ ,

where cij ≡ cos θij , sij ≡ sin θij . The θ12, θ13 and θ23 are mixing angles and δ is the CP
phase. If neutrinos are Majorana particles, the matrix U in Eq. (8) is multiplied by a diagonal
phase matrix P = diag

(
eiα1 , eiα2 , eiδ13

)
, which contains two additional CP phases α1 and

α2.
With the discovery of neutrino oscillations we know:
• The values of the large mixing angles θ12 and θ23. The value of the relatively small

angle θ13 measured recently in the Double Chooz [23], the Daya Bay [24] and RENO [25]
reactor neutrino experiments.

• The solar and atmospheric mass-squared differences1 Δm2
SUN = Δm2

12 and Δm2
ATM =

Δm2
23 (normal spectrum), Δm2

ATM = −Δm2
13 (inverted spectrum).

We do not know the value of the lightest neutrino mass, the CP phases and the character
of the neutrino mass spectrum (normal or inverted).

From the data of the MINOS experiment [18] it was found that Δm2
ATM = (2.43 ±

0.13) · 10−3 eV2. From the analysis of the KamLAND and solar data it was obtained that
tan2 θ12 = 0.452+0.035

−0.033 [17]. From the global ˇt to all data it was inferred that [26] Δm2
SUN =

(7.65+0.13
−0.20) · 10−5 eV2 and sin2 θ23 = 0.50+0.07

−0.06. Finally, from the analysis of the Daya
Bay [24] and RENO data [25] one obtains sin22θ13 = 0.092± 0.016 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.)
and sin22θ13 = 0.103 ± 0.013 (stat.) ± 0.011 (syst.), respectively.

The effective Majorana mass is given by

|mββ| = |c2
12c

2
13 eiα1m1 + s2

12c
2
13 eiα2m2 + s2

13m3| (10)

or by the full expression

|mββ|2 = c4
12c

4
13m

2
1 + s4

12c
4
13m

2
2 + s4

13m
2
3+

+ 2c2
12s

2
12c

4
13m1m2 cos (α1 − α2)+

+ 2c2
12c

2
13s

2
13m1m3 cosα1 + 2s2

12c
2
13s

2
13m2m3 cosα2. (11)

From this equation it simply follows that the effective Majorana mass depends on the character
of the neutrino mass spectrum and three unknown parameters: the lightest neutrino mass and
two CP phases.

In the three-neutrino case, two mass spectra are currently possible:
• Normal Spectrum (NS): m1 < m2 < m3: Δm2

12 � Δm2
23. In this case

m2 =
√

Δm2
SUN + m2

0, m3 =
√

Δm2
ATM + Δm2

SUN + m2
0

with m0 = m1.

1We use the following deˇnition: Δm2
ij = m2

j − m2
i .
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• Inverted Spectrum (IS), m3 < m1 < m2: Δm2
12 � |Δm2

13|. We have

m1 =
√

Δm2
ATM + m2

0, m2 =
√

Δm2
ATM + Δm2

SUN + m2
0

with m0 = m3.
Here, m0 = m1(m3) is the lightest neutrino mass.
We will consider the following two neutrino mass hierarchies:

1. Normal Hierarchy (NH): m1 � m2 � m3:
In this case for the neutrino masses we have

m1 �
√

Δm2
SUN, m2 �

√
Δm2

SUN, m3 �
√

Δm2
ATM.

Neglecting the negligibly small contribution of m1, we ˇnd

cosα2 � |mββ |2 − s4
12c

4
13Δm2

SUN − s4
13Δm2

ATM

2s2
12c

2
13s

2
13

√
Δm2

SUNΔm2
ATM

. (12)

For the effective Majorana mass we then have the following range of values:

|s2
12c

2
13

√
Δm2

SUN − s2
13

√
Δm2

ATM| � |mββ| � s2
12c

2
13

√
Δm2

SUN + s2
13

√
Δm2

ATM. (13)

Using the best-ˇt values of the mass squared differences and the mixing angles, we ˇnd

1.5 � |mββ| � 3.8 meV.

2. Inverted Hierarchy (IH): m3 � m1 < m2:
In the IH scenario m3 �

√
Δm2

ATM and m1 � m2 �
√

Δm2
ATM. We ˇnd

cosα12 =
|mββ |2 − c4

13(1 − 2s2
12c

2
12)Δm2

ATM

2c2
12s

2
12c

4
13Δm2

ATM

, (14)

where α12 = α1 − α2. For the absolute value of the effective Majorana mass we ˇnd the
range

| cos 2θ12|c2
13

√
Δm2

ATM � |mββ| � c2
13

√
Δm2

ATM. (15)

Using the best-ˇt values of the parameters, we ˇnd the following range for |mββ| in the case
of the IH:

18 � |mββ| � 48 meV.

The absolute value of the neutrino mass can be determined from the precise measurement
of the end-point part of the β-spectrum of the tritium [27] and other β-decay measure-
ments [28]. Cosmological observations allow one to infer the sum of the neutrino masses

mcosmo =
3∑
k

mk. (16)

The current limits on mcosmo depend on the type of observations included in the ˇt [29].
The CMB primordial gives � 1.3 eV, CMB+distance � 0.58 eV, galaxy distribution and
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lensing of galaxies � 0.6 eV. On the other hand, the largest photometric red shift survey
yields � 0.28 eV [30]. It is expected that future cosmological observables will be sensitive
to mcosmo in the range 0.05Ä0.1 eV (see, e.g., the recent summary [29]). Thus, the inverted
neutrino mass hierarchy will be tested by future precision cosmology. In the case of the
inverted mass hierarchy, we have for the sum of the neutrino masses

mcosmo � 2
√

Δm2
ATM � 100 meV. (17)

So, there is a chance that future cosmological observation apparently could restrict the value
of m0 below 10 meV.

The explanation of the LSND [19], MiniBooNE [20], short baseline reactor [21], and
Gallium [22] anomalies requires presence of sterile neutrinos. The U(4× 4) neutrino mixing
matrix for one sterile neutrino (3 + 1) takes the form [2]

U = R34R̃24R̃14R23R̃13R12P. (18)

It depends on 6 mixing angles (θ14, θ24, θ34, θ12, θ13, θ23, 3 Dirac (δ24, δ14, δ13) and
3 Majorana (α1, α2, α3) CP -violating phases entering the diagonal P matrix:

P = diag
(
eiα1 , eiα2 , ei(α3+δ13), eiδ14

)
. (19)

Similarly, one can parametrized the U(5× 5) mixing matrix for two sterile neutrinos (3 + 2)
as (10 mixing angles and 5 + 4 CP -violating phases)

U = R45R̃35R34R̃25R̃24R23R̃15R̃14R̃13R12P, (20)

where P = diag
(
eiα1 , eiα2 , ei(α3+δ13), ei(α4+δ14), eiδ15

)
.

For explanation of the Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly [21], heavier neutrinos in compari-
son with three light neutrinos have been introduced with mass squared difference and mixing
as follows [31]:

Δm2
41 = 1.78 eV2, Ue4 = 0.151 (3 + 1),

Δm2
41 = 0.46 eV2, Ue4 = 0.108, (21)

Δm2
51 = 0.89 eV2, Ue5 = 0.124 (3 + 2).

In the presence of one sterile neutrino, the effective neutrino mass in the 0νββ-decay is
given by [2]

|m3+1
ββ | = |c2

12c
2
13c

2
14 e2iα1m1 + c2

13c
2
14s

2
12 e2iα2m2 + c2

14s
2
13 e2iα3m3 + s2

14m4|. (22)

We note that from three additional angles |mββ| depends only on one of them, namely θ14.
If there are two sterile neutrinos, we end up with

|m3+2
ββ | = |c2

12c
2
13c

2
14c

2
15 e2iα1m1 + c2

13c
2
14c

2
15s

2
12 e2iα2m2+

+ c2
14c

2
15s

2
13 e2iα3m3 + c2

15s
2
14 e2iα4m4 + s2

15m5|. (23)

Due to the extra terms in Eqs. (22) and (23) and their couplings, depending on the extra
Majorana phases, the sterile could dominate, increase or deplete |mββ| [2].
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2. THE NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE-BETA DECAY
NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS

The inverse value of the 0νββ-decay half-life for a given isotope (A, Z) can be written as

1
T 0ν

1/2

=
∣∣∣∣mββ

me

∣∣∣∣
2

|M ′0ν |2 G0ν(E0, Z). (24)

Here, G0ν(E0, Z) and M ′0ν are, respectively, the known phase-space factor (E0 is the
energy release) and the nuclear matrix element, which depends on the nuclear structure of the
particular isotopes (A, Z), (A, Z + 1) and (A, Z + 2) under study. The phase space factor
G0ν(E0, Z) includes fourth power of unquenched axial-vector coupling constant gA and the
inverse square of the nuclear radius R−2, compensated by the factor R in M ′0ν . The assumed
value of the nuclear radius is R = r0A

1/3 with r0 = 1.2 fm.
The nuclear matrix element M ′0ν is deˇned as

M ′0ν =
(

geff
A

gA

)2

M0ν . (25)

Here, geff
A is the quenched axial-vector coupling constant. This deˇnition of M ′0ν [32] allows

one to display the effects of uncertainties in geff
A and to use the same phase-space factor

G0ν(E0, Z) when calculating the 0νββ-decay rate.
The nuclear matrix element M0ν consists of the Fermi (F), GamowÄTeller (GT) and

tensor (T) parts as

M0ν = − M0ν
F

(geff
A )2

+ M0ν
GT − M0ν

T =

= 〈0+
i |

∑
kl

τ+
k τ+

l

[
− HF (rkl)

(geff
A )2

+ HGT(rkl)σkl − HT (rkl)Skl

]
|0+

f 〉. (26)

Here
Skl = 3(σk · r̂kl)(σl · r̂kl) − σkl, σkl = σk · σl. (27)

The radial parts of the exchange potentials are

HF,GT,T (rkl) =
2
π

R

∞∫
0

j0,0,2(qrkl)hF,GT,T (q2)q
q + E

dq, (28)

where R is the nuclear radius and E is the average energy of the virtual intermediate states
used in the closure approximation. The closure approximation is adopted in all the calcula-
tion of the NMEs relevant for 0νββ-decay with the exception of the QRPA. The functions
hF,GT,T (q2) are given by [33]

hF (q2) = f2
V (q2),

hGT(q2) =
2
3
f2

V (q2)
(μp − μn)2

(geff
A )2

q2

4m2
p

+ f2
A(q2)

(
1 − 2

3
q2

q2 + m2
π

+
1
3

q4

(q2 + m2
π)2

)
, (29)

hT (q2) =
1
3
f2

V (q2)
(μp − μn)2

(geff
A )2

q2

4m2
p

+
1
3
f2

A(q2)
(

2
q2

(q2 + m2
π)

− q4

(q2 + m2
π)2

)
.
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For the vector normalized to unity and axial-vector form factors the usual dipole approximation
is adopted: fV (q2) = 1/(1 + q2/M2

V )2, fA(q2) = 1/(1 + q2/M2
A)2. MV = 850 MeV, and

MA = 1086 MeV. The difference in magnetic moments of proton and neutron is (μp−μn) =
4.71, and gA = 1.254 is assumed.

The above deˇnition of the M0ν
ν includes contribution of the higher order terms of the nu-

cleon current, and the GoldbergerÄTreiman PCAC relation, gP (q2) = 2mpgA(q2)/(q2 + m2
π)

was employed for the induced pseudoscalar term.
The nuclear matrix elements M ′0ν for the 0νββ-decay must be evaluated using tools of

nuclear structure theory. Unfortunately, there are no observables that could be simply and
directly linked to the magnitude of 0νββ nuclear matrix elements and that could be used to
determine them in an essentially model independent way.

The calculation of the 0νββ-decay NMEs is a difˇcult problem because ground and many
excited states (if closure approximation is not adopted) of open-shell nuclei with complicated
nuclear structure have to be considered. In the last few years the reliability of the calculations
has greatly improved. Five different many-body approximate methods have been applied for
the calculation of the 0νββ-decay NME:

1. The Interacting Shell Model (ISM) [34, 35]. The ISM allows one to consider only a
limited number of orbits close to the Fermi level, but all possible correlations within the space
are included. ProtonÄproton, neutronÄneutron and protonÄneutron (isovector and isoscalar)
pairing correlations in the valence space are treated exactly. Proton and neutron numbers are
conserved and angular momentum conservation is preserved. Multiple correlations are prop-
erly described in the laboratory frame. The effective interactions are constructed starting from
monopole corrected G matrices, which are further adjusted to describe sets of experimental
energy levels. The StrasbourgÄMadrid codes can deal with problems involving basis of 1011

Slater determinants, using relatively modest computational resources. A good spectroscopy
for parent and daughter nuclei is achieved. Due to the signiˇcant progress in shell-model
conˇguration mixing approaches, there are now calculations performed with these methods
for several nuclei.

2. Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA) [32, 33, 36, 37]. The QRPA has
the advantage of large valence space but is not able to comprise all the possible conˇgurations.
Usually, single particle states in the WoodsÄSaxon potential are considered. One is able to
include to each orbit in the QRPA model space also the spin-orbit partner, which guarantees
that the Ikeda sum rule is fulˇlled. This is crucial to describe correctly the GamowÄTeller
strength. The protonÄproton and neutronÄneutron pairings are considered. They are treated in
the BCS approximation. Thus, proton and neutron numbers are not exactly conserved. The
many-body correlations are treated at the RPA level within the quasiboson approximation.
Two-body G-matrix elements, derived from realistic one-boson exchange potentials within the
Brueckner theory, are used for the determination of nuclear wave functions.

3. Interacting Boson Model (IBM) [40]. In the IBM the low-lying states of the nucleus
are modeled in terms of bosons. The bosons are in either L = 0 (s boson) or L = 2 (d boson)
states. Thus, one is restricted to 0+ and 2+ neutron pairs transferring into two protons. The
bosons interact through one- and two-body forces giving rise to bosonic wave functions.

4. The Projected HartreeÄFockÄBogoliubov Method (PHFB) [38]. In the PHFB wave
functions of good particle number and angular momentum are obtained by projection on the
axially symmetric intrinsic HFB states. In applications to the calculation of the 0νββ-decay
NMEs the nuclear Hamiltonian was restricted only to quadrupole interaction. The PHFB is
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restricted in its scope. With a real Bogoliubov transformation without parity mixing one can
describe only neutron pairs with even angular momentum and positive parity.

5. The Energy Density Functional Method (EDF) [39]. The EDF is considered to be an
improvement with respect to the PHFB. The density functional methods based on the Gogny
functional are taken into account. The particle number and angular momentum, projection
for mother and daughter nuclei is performed and conˇguration mixing within the generating
coordinate method is included. A large single particle basis (11 major oscillator shells) is
considered. Results are obtained for all nuclei of experimental interest.

The differences among the listed methods of NME calculations for the 0νββ-decay are
due to the following reasons:

(i) The mean ˇeld is used in different ways. As a result, single particle occupancies of
individual orbits of various methods differ signiˇcantly from each other [42].

(ii) The residual interactions are of various origin and renormalized in different ways.
(iii) Various sizes of the model space are taken into account.
(iv) Different many-body approximations are used in the diagonalization of the nuclear

Hamiltonian.
(v) Different types of short-range correlations are considered [41]. Each of the applied

methods has some advantages and drawbacks, whose effect in the values of the NME can
be sometimes explored. The advantage of the ISM calculations is their full treatment of the
nuclear correlations, which tends to diminish the NMEs. On the contrary, the QRPA, the
EDF, and the IBM underestimate the multipole correlations in different ways and tend to
overestimate the NMEs. The drawback of the ISM is the limited number of orbits in the
valence space and as a consequence the violation of Ikeda sum rule and underestimation of
the NMEs.

In Table 1, recent results of the different methods are summarized. The presented numbers
have been obtained with the unquenched value of the axial coupling constant (geff

A = gA =
1.25)1, MillerÄSpencer Jastrow short-range correlations [43] (the EDF values are multiplied
by 0.80 in order to account for the difference between the unitary correlation operator method
(UCOM) and the Jastrow approach [41]), the same nucleon dipole form factors, higher
order corrections to the nucleon current and the nuclear radius R = r0A

1/3, with r0 = 1.2
fm (the QRPA values [32] for r0 = 1.1 fm are rescaled with the factor 1.2/1.1). Thus, the
discrepancies among the results of different approaches are solely related to the approximations
on which a given nuclear many-body method is based.

Comparing 0νββ-decay nuclear matrix elements calculated by different methods gives
some insight into the advantages or disadvantages of different candidate nuclei. However,
matrix elements are not quite the only relevant quantities. Experimentally, half-lives are
measured or constrained, and the effective Majorana neutrino mass mββ is the ultimate goal.
For |mββ | equal to 50 meV the calculated half-lives for double β-decaying nuclei of interest
are presented in ˇgure. We see that the spread of half-lives for given isotope is up to the
factor of 4Ä5.

It is worth noticing that due to the theoretical efforts made over the last years the dis-
agreement among different NMEs is now much less severe than it was about a decade before.

1A modern value of the axial-vector coupling constant is gA = 1.269. We note that in the referred calculations
of the 0νββ-decay NMEs the previously accepted value geff

A = gA = 1.25 was assumed.
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Table 1. The NME of the 0νββ-decay M0ν
ν calculated in the framework of different ap-

proaches: interacting shell model (ISM) [34, 35], quasiparticle random phase approximation
(QRPA) [32, 33, 36, 37], projected HartreeÄFockÄBogoliubov approach (PHFB, PQQ2 parametriza-
tion) [38], energy density functional method (EDF) [39] and interacting boson model (IBM) [40].
QRPA(TBC) and QRPA(J) denote QRPA results of TuebingenÄBratislavaÄCaltech (TBC) and Jy-
vaskyla (J) groups, respectively. The MillerÄSpencer Jastrow two-nucleon short-range correlations
are taken into account. The EDF results are multiplied by 0.80 in order to account for the difference
between UCOM and Jastrow [41]. geff

A = gA = 1.25 and R = 1.2 fm · A1/3 are assumed

|M0ν
ν |

Transition ISM QRPA (TBC) QRPA (J) IBM-2 PHFB EDF
[34,35] [32, 36] [37] [40] [38] [39]

48Ca → 48Ti 0.61, 0.57 1.91
76Ge → 72Se 2.30 4.92 4.72 5.47 3.70
82Se → 82Kr 2.18 4.39 2.77 4.41 3.39
96Zr → 96Mo 1.22 2.45 2.78 4.54
100Mo → 100Ru 3.64 2.91 3.73 6.55 4.08
110Pd → 110Cd 3.86
116Cd → 116Sn 2.99 3.17 3.80
124Sn → 124Te 2.10 2.65 3.87
128Te → 128Xe 2.34 3.97 3.56 4.52 3.89 3.30
130Te → 130Xe 2.12 3.56 3.28 4.06 4.36 4.12
136Xe → 136Ba 1.76 2.30 2.54 3.38
150Nd → 150Sm 3.16 2.32 3.16 1.37

(Color online.) The 0νββ-decay half-lives of nuclei of experimental interest for |mββ| = 50 meV and

NMEs of different approaches. The MillerÄSpencer Jastrow two-nucleon short-range correlations are
considered. The axial-vector coupling constant gA is assumed to be 1.25
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Nevertheless, the present-day situation with the calculation of 0νββ-decay NMEs cannot be
considered as completely satisfactory. Further progress is required and it is believed that the
situation will be improved with time. Accurate determination of the NMEs, and a realistic
estimate of their uncertainty, is of great importance. Nuclear matrix elements need to be
evaluated with uncertainty of less than 30% to establish the neutrino mass spectrum and
CP -violating phases of the neutrino mixing.

3. THE RESONANT NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE-ELECTRON CAPTURE

The search for the neutrinoless double-electron capture can be a good alternative to the
0νββ-decay in shedding light on such aspects of neutrino physics as the neutrino type, non-
conservation of the total lepton charge and magnitude of the effective Majorana neutrino mass.
The probability of neutrinoless double-electron capture can be resonantly enhanced by some
orders of magnitude. Although the phenomenon of the resonant enhancement was predicted
some decades ago [44Ä47], the search for resonantly enhanced neutrinoless double-electron-
capture transitions was hampered by a lack of precise experimental values of the atomic
mass differences of the transition initial and ˇnal states. Progress in precision measurement
of atomic masses with Penning traps [48] has revived the interest in the old idea on the
resonance 0νECEC capture.

Recently, a signiˇcant progress has been achieved also in theoretical description of the
resonant 0νECEC in [49]. A new theoretical framework for the calculation of resonant
0νECEC transitions, namely, the oscillation of stable and quasi-stationary atoms due to weak
interaction with violation of the total lepton number and parity, was proposed in [49]. The
0νECEC-transition rate near the resonance is of BreitÄWigner form,

Γ0νECEC
ab (Jπ) =

|Vab(Jπ)|2

Δ2 +
1
4
Γ2

ab

Γab, (30)

where Jπ denotes angular momentum and parity of ˇnal nucleus. The degeneracy parameter
can be expressed as Δ = Q − Bab − Eγ . Q stands for a difference between the initial and
ˇnal atomic masses in ground states and Eγ is an excitation energy of the daughter nucleus.
Bab = Ea + Eb + EC is the energy of two electron holes, whose quantum numbers (n, j, l)
are denoted by indices a and b and EC is the interaction energy of the two holes. The width
of the excited ˇnal atom with the electron holes is given by

Γab = Γa + Γb + Γ∗. (31)

Here, Γa,b is one-hole atomic width and Γ∗ is the de-excitation width of daughter nucleus,
which can be neglected. Numerical values of Γab are about up to few tens of eV.

For light neutrino mass mechanism and favorable cases of a capture of s1/2 and p1/2

electrons, the explicit form of lepton number violating amplitude associated with nuclear
transitions 0+ → Jπ = 0±1, 1±1 is given in [49]. By factorizing the electron shell structure
and nuclear matrix element, one gets

Vab(Jπ) =
1
4π

mββG2
β

g2
A

R
〈Fab〉M0νECEC(Jπ). (32)
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Here, mββ is the effective mass of Majorana neutrinos, 〈Fab〉 is a combination of averaged up-
per and lower bispinor components of the atomic electron wave functions, and M0νECEC(Jπ)
is the nuclear matrix element (NME). We note that by neglecting the lower bispinor compo-
nents M0νECEC(0+) takes the form of the 0νββ-decay NME for ground state to ground state
transition after replacing isospin operators τ− by τ+.

New important theoretical ˇndings with respect of the 0νECEC were achieved in [49].
They are as follows: i) Effects associated with the relativistic structure of the electron shells
reduce the 0νECEC half-lives by almost one order of magnitude. ii) The capture of electrons
from the np1/2 states is only moderately suppressed in comparison with the capture from
the ns1/2 states unlike in the nonrelativistic theory. iii) For light neutrino mass mechanism
selection rules appear to require that nuclear transitions with a change in the nuclear spin J � 2
are strongly suppressed. iv) New transitions due to the violation of parity in the 0νECEC
process were proposed. For example, nuclear transitions 0+ → 0±, 1± are compatible with
a mixed capture of s- and p-wave electrons. v) The interaction energy of the two holes EC

has to be taken into account by evaluating a mass degeneracy of initial and ˇnal atoms. vi)
Based on the most recent atomic and nuclear data and by assuming M0νECEC(Jπ) = 6, the
0νECEC half-lives were evaluated and the complete list of the most perspective isotopes for
further experimental study was provided. Some isotopes such as 156Dy have several closely
lying resonance levels. A more accurate measurement of Q-value of 156Dy by Heidelberg
group conˇrmed the existence of multiple-resonance phenomenon for this isotope [50]. vii) In
the unitary limit some 0νECEC half-lives were predicted to be signiˇcantly below the 0νββ-
decay half-lives for the same value of |mββ |. A probability of ˇnding resonant transition with
low 0νECEC half-life was evaluated. viii) The process of the resonant neutrinoless double-
electron production (0νEPEP), i.e., neutrinoless double-beta decay to two bound electrons,
namely,

(A, Z) → (A, Z + 2)∗∗ + e−b + e−b , (33)

was proposed and analyzed. This process was found to be unlikely as it requires that a
Q-value is extremely ˇne tuned to a nuclear excitation. The two electrons must be placed into
any of the upper most nonoccupied electron shells of the ˇnal atom leaving only restricted
possibility to match to a resonance condition.

The probability of the 0νECEC is increased by many orders of magnitude provided the
resonance condition is satisˇed within a few tens of electron-volts. For a long time there was
no way to identify promising isotopes for experimental search of 0νECEC, because of poor
experimental accuracy of measurement of Q-values of the order of 1Ä10 keV for medium
heavy nuclei. Progress in precision measurement of atomic masses with Penning traps [50,51]
has revived the interest in the old idea on the resonance 0νECEC. The accuracy of Q-values
at around 100 eV was achieved. The estimates of the 0νECEC half-lives were recently
improved by more accurate measurements of Q-values for 74Se, 96Ru, 106Cd, 102Pd, 112Sn,
120Te, 136Ce, 144Sm, 152Gd, 156Dy, 162Er, 164Er, 168Yb and 180W. It allowed one to exclude
some of isotopes from the list of the most promising candidates (e.g., 112Sn, 164Er, 180W)
for searching the 0νECEC.

Among the promising isotopes, 152Gd has likely resonance transitions to the 0+ ground
states of the ˇnal nucleus as it follows from improved measurement of Q-value for this
transition with accuracy of about 100 eV [50]. A detailed calculation of the 0νECEC of
152Gd was performed in [52, 53]. The atomic electron wave functions were treated in the
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relativistic DiracÄHartreeÄFock approximation. The NME for ground state to ground state
transition 152Gd → 152Sm was calculated within the protonÄneutron deformed QRPA with a
realistic residual interaction [53]. For the favored capture of electrons from K and L shells in
the case of 152Gd, the 0νECEC half-life is in the range 4.7 · 1028−4.8 · 1029 y by assuming
|mββ| = 50 meV. This transition is still rather far from the resonant level. Currently, the
0νECEC half-life of 152Gd is 2Ä3 orders of magnitude longer than the half-life of 0νββ-decay
of 76Ge corresponding to the same value of |mββ | and is the smallest known half-life among
known 0νECEC.

Observing the 0νββ-decay and/or 0νECEC would tell us that the total lepton number is not
a conserved quantity and that neutrinos are massive Majorana fermions. There is an increased
experimental activity in the ˇeld of the resonant 0νECEC [54,55]. The resonant 0νECEC has
some important advantages with respect to experimental signatures and background conditions.
The de-excitation of the ˇnal excited nucleus proceeds in most cases through a cascade of easy
to detect rays. A two- or even higher-fold coincidence setup can cut down any background
rate right from the beginning, thereby requiring signiˇcantly less active or passive shielding.
A clear detection of these γ rays would already signal the resonant 0νECEC without any
doubt, as there are no background processes feeding those particular nuclear levels. It is
worth noting that lepton number conserving ECEC with emission of two neutrinos is strongly
suppressed due to almost vanishing phase space [49]. The ground state to ground state
resonant 0νECEC transitions can be detected by monitoring the X rays or Auger electrons

Table 2. A comparison of the neutrinoless double-beta decay and the resonant neutrinoless double-
electron capture for light neutrino mass mechanism. The lepton number violating amplitude Vab(J

π)

is given in Eq. (32)

0νββ-decay 0νECEC

Deˇnition (A,Z) → (A, Z + 2) + e− + e− (A, Z) + e−b + e−b → (A,Z − 2)∗∗

Formalism Perturbation ˇeld theory Oscillation of atoms [49]

Half-life
1

T 0ν
1/2

=

∣
∣
∣
∣

mββ

me

∣
∣
∣
∣

2

G0ν |M0ν(Jπ)|2 ln 2

T 0νECEC
1/2

=
|Vab(J

π)|2

(MA,Z − M∗∗
A,Z−2)

2 + 1
4
Γ2

ab

Γab

Nucl. trans. 0+ → 0+, 2+ 0+ → 0+, 0−, 1+, 1−

fav. at. syst. Large Q-value (3Ä4 MeV) Mass difference
of few tens of eV

48Ca, 76Ge, 76Se, 100Mo, unknown yet (106Cd, 124Xe,
116Cd, 130Te, 136Xe, 150Nd 152Gd, 156Dy, 168Yb, . . . [49])

Uncert. in T 0ν
1/2 Factor ∼ 4−9 due Many orders in magn.

to calc. of NME up to measured mass diff.
and due to NMEs

Exp. sign. Peak at end of sum X rays or Auger el.
of two el. energy spectra plus nucl. de-excitation

T 0ν−exp
1/2 > 1024−1025 y > 1019−1020 y

Exp. act. Const. of (0.1Ä1 ton) exp. Small exper. yet
with sensitivity to inverted

hierarchy of neutrino masses
Background 2νββ-decay 2νECEC is strongly

upon resolution of exp. suppressed
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emitted from excited electron shell of the atom. This can be achieved, e.g., by calorimetric
measurements. Recently, the most stringent limit on the resonant 0νECEC was established
for 74Se [54] and 106Cd [55]. The TGV experiment situated in Modane established limit on
the 0νECEC half-life of 1.1 ·1020 y [55]. Subject of interest was the 0νECEC resonant decay
mode of 106Cd (KL-capture) to the excited 2741 keV state of 106Pd. For a long time, the
spin value of this ˇnal state was unknown and it was assumed to be Jπ = (1, 2)+. However,
a new value for the spin of the 2741 keV level in 106Pd is J = 4+ and this transition is
disfavored again due to selection rule.

A comparison of the 0νECEC with the 0νββ-decay is presented in Table 2. It is main-
tained that these two lepton number violating processes are quite different and at different
levels of both theoretical and experimental investigation. Precise measurements of Q-values
between the initial and ˇnal atomic states, additional spectroscopic information on the excited
nuclear states (energy, spin and parity) and reliable calculation of corresponding NMEs are
highly required to improve predictions of half-lives of the resonant 0νECEC. It is expected
that the accuracy of 10 eV in the measurement of atomic masses will be achievable in the near
future. The electron binding energy depends on the local physical and chemical environment.
An interesting question is whether it is possible and, if so, how to manage the atomic structure
in such a way as to implement the degeneracy of the atoms and create conditions for the
resonant enhancement, as discussed in a recent work [49].

4. SUMMARY

Many new projects for measurements of the 0νββ-decay have been proposed, which hope
to probe effective neutrino mass mββ down to 10Ä50 meV. An uncontroversial detection of
the 0νββ-decay will prove the total lepton number to be broken in nature, and neutrinos to
be Majorana particles. There is a general consensus that a measurement of the 0νββ-decay
in one isotope does not allow us to determine the underlying physics mechanism. It is very
desired that experiments involving as many different targets as possible be pursued. There
is also a revived interest in theoretical and experimental study of the resonant 0νECEC,
which can probe the Majorana nature of neutrinos and the neutrino mass scale as well. The
0νECEC half-lives might be comparable to the shortest half-lives of the 0νββ-decays of
nuclei provided the resonance condition is matched with an accuracy of tens of electron-
volts. There is a lot of theoretical and experiment effort to determine the best 0νECEC
candidate.

Nuclear matrix elements of these two lepton number violating processes need to be
evaluated with uncertainty of less than 30% to establish the neutrino mass spectrum and
CP -violating phases. Recently, there has been signiˇcant progress in understanding the
source of the spread of calculated NMEs. Nevertheless, there is no consensus among
nuclear theorists about their correct values, and corresponding uncertainty. The improve-
ment of the calculation of the nuclear matrix elements is a very important and challenging
problem.
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